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Abstract.

The hyperfine field on 19Ne in iron was measured with the TDPAD method. At

77K the 19Ne hyperfine field in iron was found to be -4.48(7) T. The tempera-

ture dependence of the hyperfine field in iron was studied between 77 K and 650

K. It was not possible to rjbserve any hyperfine field on 19Ne in nickel, using the

same method.
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1. Introduction.

The systematic! for impurity hyperfine fields in iron is almost complete for

elements with Z * 19 [1]. A reason for the gaps in the systematic data for fight

elements is that suitable nuclear probes are not as common as for the heavier ele-

ments. The only hyperfine fields measured so far en 2sp impurities in iron, are

the fields on B, C and F.

The hyperfine fields on light elements in iron have also recently been a sub-

ject for theoretical calculations, with both a molecular cluster model [2] and the

KKR Green's function technique [3]. A measurement of the hyperfine fields an

necn is therefore of interest as a complement to the systematics for hyperfine

fields of the 2sp elements in iron.

In this paper we present measurements of the hyperfine fields on ^*Ne in

iron, using the time differential perturbed angular distribution method (TCPAD).

The temperature dependence of the hyperfine field on T^e in iron has been

investigated in a temperature range between 77 K and 650 K.

Experiments with 19Ne brings up some experimental difficulties since the

lifetime of the isomeric 238 keV level is shorter than the lifetime of the isomeric

197 keV level in 19F, which is populated at the same time and has a higher

gamma intensity. In section 3 we present a method to extract informatian from

the experimental spectra in spite of these difficulties.

2. Experimental procedure.

The perturbed angular distribution of the gamma rays from the deexcitation

of the 5/2+ isomeric level in 19Ne to the 1/2-1- ground state, was used to study

the hyperfine field in iron.

A pulsed 5.5 MeV proton beam (width 2 ns, repetition rate 2 MHz) from

the Uppsala tandem Van de Graaff accelerator was used to produce 19Ne

through the reaction 19Ffp4i7)19Ne in Ca^ layers evaporated en iron foils. The

excited nuclei from the reaction recoiled into the host material.

Heck et al [4] measured the lifetime, T = 25.5 ns, and the g-factor, g =

--0.296(3), of the 5/2 + level with the TDPAD metnod. They also studied the

excitation function for the 5/2+ level in the 19F(p^7)19Ne reaction, and found a

resnr; w.e at 5 25 MeV, with a total width of approximately 400 keV.

Hw:aus< of the low gamma yield from the 238 keV transtian, special care

has
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Figure 1. Oamina spectrum recorded wit!i 5.3 Mev protons an a thick CaFj target.



to be taken when choosing the proton beam energy and preparing the target. In

order to achieve B sufficiently high counting rate, multilayer targets have to be

used. Since the energy loss in the target will he considerable, the energy of the

proton beam should be larger than the resonance vai^e.

The maximum recoil energy for a 1*Ne nucleus after tu? 19F(p,n7)19Ne reac-

tion is approximately 500 keV in the forward direction, at a proton energy of 5.5

MeV. The range for the recoiling Ne nuclei in iron was calculated using the

theory of Lindhard et al. [5]. The stopping power for 5.5 MeV protons in iron is

approximately 50keV per mg/cm 2 [6\. Using these results, a target consisting of

approximately 30 layers of ~ 50 ^g/cmr CaF2 evaporated onto w 400 j ig /cm 2

iron fails was prepared. The thickness of each iron layer is enough to stop all

recoiling neon ions and gives a total energy loss in the multilayer target for 5.5

MeV protons of ** 600 keV. The energy distribution of protons in the target is

therefore covering the resonant region for the excitation of the 5/2+ level.

The target was mounted in a copper frame to ensure good thermal contact

with the target holder, and was cooled by liquid nitrogen or heated by an indirect

heating arrangement [7] with a feedback regulating system, giving a temperature

stability better than 0.2 K.

The proton beam was stopped in a Faraday cup in onler to reduce the gamma

background.

As already mentioned, the gamma yield from the 2% keV transition is low.

The counting rate is further reduced by the fact that only a fraction of the 19Ne

nuclei produced in the CaF2 layers are recoiled into the backing. In order to

avoid too long measuring times, a gamma detector system with high efficiency is

required. NaI(Tl) detectors were tht:ivfive used in favour of Ge(Li) detectors,

even though it was not posable to completely rewjlve the 233 keV Hne from the

197 keV transition in 19F, strongly populated m the (p,p') reaction on fluorine.

The timing characteristics of Nal(Tl) detectors are also favourable. A single

spectrum recorded at 5.3 MeV is shown in figure 1

Two Nal(Tl) detector;, mounted on Philips XP2O2G photo multiplier tubes at

f 45 degrees relative tc the beam direction were used in a conventional TDPAD

setup Timing information from the beam pulse was extracted by passing the

beam through a 100 /jg/cmr carbrxi foil TIIK ejected electrons w^re multiplied



by a channel plate, and resulted in a slop signal for a time to amplitude converter

(TAC).

The time spectra were recorded on line' with a PDP11/05 - 11/00 computer

combination, using a data acquisition program supplied by the Tandem Accelera-

tor Laboratory in Uppsala.

Experiments were performed at temperatures between 77 K and 650 K. An

external magnetic field of G.2 T was applied perpendicular to the beam-detector

plane.

3. Data analysis

In this case, when the gamma rays from the two nuclei 19Ne and 1^F, can

not be completely resolved, the following expression describes the number of

coincidences between the proton pulse and the gamma rays in each detector:

t) = N i - e ^ - W j C n ,t) f N j - e ^

Where index 1 and 2 refers te Ne &nd F resptclively. The angular distribution

function W(f) ,t) for each nucleus depends on -ruclear properties, the geometry of

the experiment and of the nature uf the perturbation. After normalisation, the

true coincidences for each detector iC^ a»d C ) were combined to a reduced

time spectrum:

In the present case, where the A4 coei'fjeirnt i* small and can be neglected [4],

the angular distribution function takes the fonn:

W(f],t) = 1 + A2-P2(6 -•«,/•) (3)

where P? is a L^gendre polynomial, 6 is the angle between the gamma detector

and the beam direction and c.̂  is the l_armzr furquency. With the detectors

positioned at i 45 degrees relativ? u> the txmn direction, nuclear decay constants
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Figure 2. The damping factor in equation (4) plotted as a function of •ime for

different values of p (the number of i 9F coincidences in the time spectra).



Äj , Å2 an(* a fraction p of 19F coincidences in the experimental time spectrum,

the function R(t) can be described by:

R(t) = ? n

where f(t) = - J E — e ^ " ^ 3 ' 1 (5)
1 - p

where each amplitude a- is a measure of the population at a given magnetic posi-

tion and each u-, is twice the correspondirg Larmor frequency, proportional to

the local magnetic field and the nuclear g-factor Estimates of p, the fraction of

l^F coincidences in the time spectra, were obtained by least squares fits to the

decays. The sensitivity of the fits to this parameter was estimated by plotting:

and
1 + f(t) 1 + l/f(t)

for different values of p (fig 2). It is evident from the graphs that a fraction of

only 1 percent of 19F coincidences in the time spectrum win attenuate the 19Ne

amplitude to approximately 80 percent after 100 ns and, a fraction of 20 percent

will reduce the amplitude to only 15 percent after 100 ns. The term in equation

(4) corresponding to the spin precession ot Ne wili thereftye appear as damped,

with a rate depending on the f/acticti p, even if there are no static or time

dependent field distributions present. Analysis of the reduced time spectra were

made with the use of Fourier transform» find least jquarcs fits to equation (4) [8j.

4. Experimental results.

ID the experimental reduced lime spectra (ng. 3), the phases of the spin pre-

cessions for 19Ne and 19F are the same a* t - 0 Since the g-factors of 19Ne and

^ ^ have opposite signs [9], the axrisotru|jifcrs are positive for both nuclei [4| and

the field on ' F in iron is positivs?. [7], the local field on * Ne in iron must be

negative. The experimental reduced time syixtm could be well fitted by
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equation (3) using only the mixing funcuiai f(t), without including an additional

damping of e.g. Gaussian type. Tins n-uicates that the 1<?Ne local field has a

narrow field distribution and subsequeiuiy occupies a substitutional site in the

cubic iron lattice, the only position with H vanishing dipolar field. The hyperfine

magnetic fields on '̂̂ Ne in iron can be (Vuuced from:

B«pp * BciomGg w n e r e

Sincr the experiments were performed with thin foil targets parallel to the

applied field, B ^ m is close to zero. The Lorentz field was calculated using the

data for the temperature dependence of the magnetisation in iron given by Cran-

gle and Goodman [10]. The experrnioiitfii results are presented in figure 4 and

table 1.

The spin precession of 19Ne in the h)pcrfine field has a period corresponding

to more than three half-lives of ibu 5/24- level. In the ]?asfi squares fits, the

amplitude and the fraction p {s~* v qua tion 5) are correlated in the sense that a

too large value of p will result in a t o ; vmit] amplitude »n't vice versa. Since the

obtainable tiine range is short, cfru^/ed fr> the psricd of the spin precession, the

nccurocy of tlic frr;:btude B*»d tlic fti.nrtk.it a wiT! be lew m the least squares fits.

Typical values of p were belweex: O.iU and 0.10

One unique field was dtrsjercwA --XAW-l) T ft 77 K. F>\ie to the compara-

tively low g-iactor, io"* hyperfine fieV.-. -r.: rtlYicuit to ob-icrve. A lojver hmit is

a magnitude of approximately 2 T, JL^T;1; a jenot! oi roughly 5 half-Bves Tlia

upper limit, set. :,y the time rt^obrt:w/t, h H,rjprox5inatsiy 50 T. a field much

higher tlr-m what is expected au hgli'. Ttij iiriaes. libs Ctmchi^ifii n tiierefore that

thpre ex'<r,ts & pnsÉbility for a lô Mc.'r iiel'l, »diirh is not obf^rve:'. but tl<e presence

of n 6eld higher than the cite presented here .v» Irglily iu«»n"fiTpblr.

As podiited out earlier, only a fofidvni ut iivj " '̂r^e micjk;i {rrod'jced izi the

reaction rccfjil into the iron bmc«.iiig;. wink «hc "cst urc stopped in tlie Ctd-^

layer, experiencing only the external fi^ti The corrcsptniiting amphtude a^,

must he added to the internal fieb ampJitudes in order to ger an estimate of the

total amplitude of the spin prece*y»<. A reliable determination of a,xt requires

HU extenml field (if at Itast 2 f foi lii»: sjufis; reasom os iii t hi' [devious
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paragraph. Since a field of that magnitude is not presently available in our exper-

imental setup, it was not possible to determine the total amplitude of the angular

distribution in this case. However, when comparing the amplitudes in table 1

with A j =0.21(3), measured by Bleck et al. [5], it is reasonable to assume that a

traction of the total amplitude is not observed in our measurements. This miss-

ing fraction might be associated with a unique hyperfine field, too low to be

observed with this method, or with a broad distribution of fields, resulting in a

fest damping of the signal.

TDPAD experiments as described above were also carried out on a nickel tar-

get at 77 K and at room temperature. No spin precession that could be attri-

buted to a hyperfine field on *̂ NJe in nickel was observed. A possible explana-

tion is that the field on l 9Ne in nickel is too low to be observed with the

TDPAD method.

Table 1. Temperature dependence of B ^ on 19Ne in Fe.

T [K]

77

300

450

500

550

600

650

Amplitude

0.034(3)

0.03(1)

0.05(1)

0.021(3)

0 04(2)

0.026(6)

0.027(7)

Bicc-iwm

-3.75(7)

-3.46(14)

-3.15(8)

-3.12(6)

-2.77(13)

-2.73C)

-2.68(8;

0.730

0.718

0.700

0.692

0.685

0.670

0.656

•4.48(7)

4.18(14)

-3.85(8)

-3.81(6)

-3 46(13)

-3.40(7)

-3.34(8)
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Figure 5. Plot of the presently available experimental hyperfine fields on the 2sp

(dots), 4sp (solid line) and 5sp (dashed Ene) elements in iron (from ref. [1]).

Note the different scales for the 2sp elements and the 4sp and 5sp elements.



5. Discussion.

Rg. 5 shows the systematic behaviour of the presently available hyperfine

fields on ?sp, 4sp and Ssp impurities in iron. The 3sp elements are omitted since

only Al and P are measured so far. Although the 2sp series is far from complete,

the same systematic trend as for the heavier impurities is present, i.e. a negative

field in the beginning of the series, increasing to positive values and then decreas-

ing again at the end.

Theoretical investigations by Lindgren [2] and Kanamari et al. [3], have

explained this as due to an increased population of an impurity associated peak in

the majority-spin density-of-states, close to the Fermi energy. Approaching the

end of the series, a c orre granting peak in the minority-spin denshy-of-states is

bong populated, thus reducing the field.

The hyperfine field an 19Ne in iron is fairly well reproduced in these calcula-

tions, assuming a substitutional impurity site. The experimental hyperfine field

an F is not equally well reproduced since the calculations predict a negative field

for flourir.e at a substitutianal site, but it was shown that lattice relaxation is

important and can increase the flourine field to a positive value [2]. It should be

pointed out that the sites for F and Ne are believed to be substitutianal, while B

and C are attributed interstitial sites [11].

In figure 4, the temperature dependence of the reduced hyperfine field,

B H C I V B ^ O ) , for 19Ne, 1 9F and and 1 2B [11] is plotted with the reduced bulk

magnetisation, M(T)/ M(0) [10]. For these three nuclei, the reduced hyperfine

fields decrease more rapidly with incruMiuig temperature than what the reduced

iron bulk magnetisation does. An interesting observation is that the 19Ne and
1 9F reduced fields have the same decrease rate. For 1 2B on the other hand, the

decrease rate is a factor 2 lower.

Generally, one may expect deviations in the temperature dependence from a

pure proportionality to the magnetisation, when the field critically depends on the

population of a sharp denshy-of-state peak close to the Fermi k el. For flourine

and neon this peak is of minority-spin character [2,3]. The hyperfine field values

(fig. 5) indicate that the peak lies just above the Fermi energy for flourine, and
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just below for neon. An increase in temperature increases the populatian of this

peak, making the flourine hyperfine field less positive. For neon on the other

hand the peak population decreases, making the field more positive i.e. less nega-

tive, (sec fig 6). In both cases the magnitude of the field decreases with

increasing temperature.

Another possible explanation is that the presence of the flourine and neon

impurities considerably reduces the magnetic coupling between the iron moments

and therefore gives a stronger local temperature dependence of the magnetisa-

tion. This idea is supported by the similar shape of the temperature dependence

for the reduced hyperfine fields on flourine and neon (fig. 4).
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